
level 2
Programming with 
Hardware & Robotics

We live in a fascinating time – the rise of the Internet of Things means we have homes that 
control  our thermostats, watches that track all of our vital signs and sleep patterns, and even 
tracking devices for our dogs. 

In Level 2, Programming with Hardware & Robotics, students take what they’ve learned in 
visual programming and start creating their own contributions to the Internet of Things. Using 
Raspberry Pi* and SNAP!, students learn how to program robots, drones, and video games, 
and they see first-hand how software makes hardware work. 

In this course, students gain key insights into the foundations of computer science while 
flexing their creative muscles. At the end of the course, students get to show off their skills by 
designing and programming their own robot using industry-standard design principles.

objectives

Create sensing devices

 Develop their own sensing video games

 Design and program their own robots

key projects

 Designing a maze-running program 
for a robot

Building a sensing device

 Completing a program and 
hardware component that displays 
information

Developing a video game

Creating a programmed drone

Building a multi-task robot
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* Raspberry Pi is a trademark of the Raspberry Pi Foundation



units
Unit 1  |    Principles of Hardware Coding
Programming a robot to move through a maze

Unit 2  |    Introduction to Hardware
Designing a basic software program in SNAP!, as well as compatible hardware

Unit 3  |    Introduction to Raspberry Pi*
Use of loops and debugging knowledge to create a sensing device

Unit 4  |    User Experience and Hardware
Creating hardware technology that uses data inputs to display information

Unit 5  |    Advanced Applications of Software Design 
for Raspberry Pi*
Designing a video-sensing video game build from the hardware tool 
completed in Unit 4

Unit 6  |    Robotics Engineering
Deconstructing robot design into simple parts and building a robot capable 
of a specific task

Unit 7  |     Drones
Modifying drone software code to improve drone flight patterns and complete 
challenges

Unit 8  |    Build Your Own Robot
Creating a robot from scratch and designing multi-task software programming to 
make the robot come to life!
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* Raspberry Pi is a trademark of the Raspberry Pi Foundation




